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Zimbabwe ~The Country and The People

Back in October 2011, we loaded 50 carts which were headed to the country of Zimbabwe. We often say 
that it is extremely hard to get feedback from any of the receiving countries. However, we did get feedback 

from this distribution of carts and you can blame the lack of publication on your newsletter editor for sitting 
on pictures and stories that were on a disk just collecting dust. Although some of them have been in previous 
newsletters, you have my apologies for not reporting more.

Zimbabwe is a landlocked country in southern Africa 
known for its dramatic landscape and diverse wildlife, 
much of it within parks, reserves and safari areas. On the 
Zambezi River, Victoria Falls make a thundering 354 foot 
drop into narrow Batoka Gorge, where there’s white-water 

rafting and bungee-
jumping. Downstream are 
Matusadona and Mana 
Pools national parks, home 
to hippos, rhinos and lots of 
bird-life.

Zimbabwe, officially the 
Republic of Zimbabwe, was 
formerly (1911–1964) Southern Rhodesia, (1964–1979) Rhodesia, (1979–80) 
Zimbabwe-Rhodesia, and now is just Zimbabwe. It shares a 125-mile border on 
the south with the Republic of South Africa and is bounded on the southwest 
and west by Botswana, on the north by Zambia, and on the northeast and east 

by Mozambique. The capital is Harare (formerly called Salisbury). 

86% of the people label themselves “Christian” which includes Roman Catholic, Apostolic, and Pentecostal. The 
population is young, with 94% under age 50. Probably one of the most famous (maybe “notorious” is a better 
word), is Robert Mugabe who died in 2019 while in a Singapore hospital. The BBC calls him a “tyrant” who had 
been forced to resign after a military takeover. He ruled Zimbabwe with an iron fist for 37 years.

Although the country is rich in minerals (gold, platinum, chromium, coal, diamonds, and some 35 other types 
of valuable minerals), 70% live below the poverty line. It is not a safe place to visit, even in the capital city of 
Harare, where visitors are warned not go out alone, or even with a group, after dark.



The meaning of the different parts 
of their flag, adopted in April 1980, 
are: Green - agriculture and rural areas; Yellow/gold - 
the country’s mineral wealth; Red - blood shed during 
wars for independence; Black - the majority race; White 
triangle - peace; Bird - their national symbol represents 
a strong bond between ancestral humans, animals, and 
nature which are all treated with a high level of respect 
and importance; The 5-pointed star symbolizes the 

nation’s aspirations - socialism and their struggle for freedom and peace.

Contrasts in Housing

The picture to the right is a typical view of rural housing. 
City dwellings 
for the rich look 
amazingly like 
a middle class 
American city, as 
does the capital 
city of Harare 
(left).

The pictures below 
need little explanation; they are all Trinity (PETs in those days) Carts in Zimbabwe, part of the October 2011 
shipment. Note the 2nd picture, even one who needs a cart himself can be useful in reassembling carts for 
others. The man in the bottom middle picture cannot straighten his right leg. He has a hard time even climbing 
on to his new Trinity Cart.
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Advice From Heloise

In a recent letter to Heloise, a reader wrote to ask how she could be sure her charitable donations will be used in 
the way she desires. Here are a few suggestions all of us should be aware of when we donate to any charitable 

organization:

Check the organizations web site; See how many workers are volunteers and how many are paid employees; 
Usually local charities are easier to check on, and are more honest in using your donations; Be sure the 
organization is regularly filing IRS reports; Be sure your check is written to the organization and not to a third 
party; Be sure the charity’s goals and purpose align with your’s.

Editor’s comment: We are always more than happy to answer any questions about our integrity and how we use 
your donations. We have zero paid employees. We all receive the same amount each month: satisfaction that we 
are helping the down and out who are struggling with leg disabilities.

Lois Carpenter is a “behind the scenes - vital spoke” in the Trinity project wheel. The Trinity Project would 
certainly not run nearly as smoothly if Lois weren’t here to push when a push is needed, to encourage when 

encouragement is needed, and to advise when we need a problem solved.

Born in Detroit, Lois Stoker’s family moved to Miami when she was just a “wee one”. She has three older 
siblings, and her dad built homes for a living. Florida State was her choice for undergraduate studies and the U 
of Florida for graduate work where she earned a master’s degree in Home Economics.

In 1967 her name changed from Stoker to Carpenter when she married our Chief Logistician. They met at a 
party while she was student teaching, but then had to correspond 
by mail while Dick was in Vietnam. They were married shortly after 
he returned home. They raised two children, Ken (1970) and Kristi 
(1971). Dick says she is a great grandmother, but the “great” here 
means a “very good” grandmother, to six.

Her son says that his mom always had her heart wrapped around 
hospitality and serving others. “No matter the occasion, she’s the 
person doing work in advance and behind the scenes to ensure 
the details get done.” Her encouraging phone calls and hand-
written notes were all done with pure joy (even before time saving 
computers).

Quilting is her main hobby now, with many given as gifts, and 
several hanging in their home. Ever wonder where  the pizza comes from when we load a semi full of carts? 
Lois is the deliverer. She is Dick’s chauffeur when he is too ill to drive, and sees to it that he always has Trinity 
Cart pictures to add to his thank-you notes to donors. Lois is also extremely busy with ladies projects and other 
tasks at their church. 

As we said before, Lois is a vital spoke in the wheel of the Trinity Project. Without her, the wheel would really 
be “out of round”.
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Our good friend, one of the three founders of the PET (Trinity) project, wrote this thought 
provoking article:

The Hidden and Yet Unsolved Pandemic by: Mel West November 2021

“If you are working on a project that can be completed in your lifetime, you are thinking too small”, says Wes 
Jackson, founder of “The Land Institute”, Salina Kansas.

“At age 98 it is easy to see why that quote attracts me as I seek, in the years I have left, to bring attention to a 
tragic human need that has been kept too far down the list of human social needs. This tragic need should be 
given wider and more serious attention by the general public.

“The need to which I refer is the fact that 62,000,000 (WHO 
estimate) persons in our world are leg-handicapped and 
are without the wheelchairs they need to move about. They 
must crawl upon the ground or be carried about by a family 
member or friend. They exist in over half the countries of the 
world, and their number is expected to double by 2050.

“My New World Dictionary says that a health issue that is  
‘prevalent over a whole area, country, etc.’ is a pandemic. I 
write this article to inform the readers about the need and 
to enlist them in its humane solution – to put the need on 
the ‘conscience of the world’. If we do not know we will not 
understand. If we do not understand we will not respect. If we 

do not respect we will not protect.

“Beginning in 1965 my wife, Barbara, and I were very active in several of the NGO mission projects that were 
working to meet some of the world’s social needs – Heifer, Habitat, Alfalit, ECHO, SIFAT, Rainbow Network, 
UMCOR, and others. I served on their boards and traveled into 26 countries on their behalf. The trips took 
me into hard-core poverty areas by design. I saw persons crawling on the ground, riding on “skate-board” 
contraptions, or being carried about. But I was so engrossed in the project of 
the moment that their plight did not really catch my attention or tug at my 
heartstrings.

“In 1994 we were shipping typewriters, sewing machines, farm machinery 
and other items to a United Methodist missionary couple, Rev. Larry and 
Laura Hills, in war-torn Zaire. When they came back for a furlough we met 
for the first time to evaluate the work. As we parted Larry said to me, “Mel, 
we need one more thing. We need hand-cranked, three-wheeled, sturdily built 
wheelchairs, with hauling capacity, for the thousands of persons in Zaire who 
must crawl upon the ground, or be carried about, because of polio, land mines, 
war or work injuries, birth defects, and the like.”

Editor’s comment: The rest is history. Bless Mel’s heart that he noticed and then did something about this trying 
“Unsolved Pandemic”. Yes, and the project will go on long after Mel’s, and all of our, deaths. We need to be 
thinking BIG and not small.
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The flag is made from wood by our Cross 
Builder ~ Scott Hendricks. It is mounted 

on the wall of the Trinity shop.

This note and a card came with a pre Christmas donation;

 “Dear Dick, I just wanted to drop you a Christmas note and thank you for making the 
PET Project such a wonderful blessing to so many people around the world. We feel fortunate to be a small 

part of your organization. Hopefully I can come out after the first of the year and see first hand how these carts 
all come together.

“We always look forward to your hand written notes and the pictures of the people whose lives have been 
changed forever.
Here’s to a Great 2022.
Merry Christmas”
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It’s always a special occasion when we get a nice thank-you note from one of our donors, and we wanted to tell 
everyone how much we appreciate getting them. Here is another one, that came just before Thanksgiving.

“Dear Dick,
I wanted to pen you a thank you letter. How many years have you been a soldier of God – going boldly forward 
working to make hundreds of thousands of lives better? And, surely this number is a conservative estimate.

“I think of how each and every PET/Trinity cart changes the life of the recipient so profoundly that words 
cannot accurately describe. The family of each recipient is gifted with the joy of seeing their loved one regain 
what is so easy to take for granted – the ability to get where you want to and need to go!

“The ripple effect is inestimable and impacts every community member and really the entire country. Yes 
country! Where the Trinity cart has landed.

“Bring it home for a brief moment, and know that every person involved – even my husband and I who are so 
tangentially involved are blessed and our hearts sing knowing that in one very small way we have made one life-
thousands of lives better.

“Dick – you truly are a gift to our world – I’m so glad our paths crossed.”

God bless you – Happy Thanksgiving

 ˜˜˜˜˜

Last year was a particularly good year 
financially for Trinity. Thankfully our 

faithful donors gave an average of almost 
$12,000 each month. Our expenses averaged 
just over $9000 per month. We especially 
thank all who gave, and specifically those 
who prayed for us. Thank you so much ~ 
such a faithful and dependable group of 
wonderful folks.

 ˜˜˜˜˜
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Once carts get to their designated country, it seems each country has a unique method for 
getting them to their intended recipient.
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Obituary

We are saddened to report that Magawa died the first week of January this year. Ironically he died the day 
after three mine removal experts were killed in an accidental explosion in northern Cambodia.

It’s always sad when we have to report a death. This one is especially sad because, rather than being a Trinity 
Cart builder, this one saved having to build over 100 carts. We reported about the good work Magawa was 
doing in Cambodia (March 2018) and then again last July when he retired from full-time work in the land-
mine fields. Magawa is an African Giant Pouched Rat. Born in Tanzania 
in 2013, he was moved to Cambodia in 2016.

As we reported in 2018, what would take a person with a metal detector 
2-3 days, takes a trained rat about 20 minutes to search a 2,000 square 
foot field. The giant rats (about the size of a small house cat) may have 
very poor eye-sight, but they have an extraordinary good sense of smell, 
and they are too light to set off a land mine. They are taught to sniff out 
TNT.

Training costs less than $2,000 whereas training a dog to do the same 
job, runs over $12,000. When the rat smells TNT they either scratch, 
or bite, the ground. They don’t respond to verbal commands, but know 
they will get a treat when they hear a clicker. They are tethered to a line 
suspended across the intended search area. They then run along the line, back-and-forth across the field, until 
they smell the explosive. In 2020 Magawa was awarded a gold metal for animal gallantry, the highest award an 
animal can receive, by a Britain-based organization. The award is normally reserved for dogs. But Magawa was 
more than deserving.

Human Nature

Why is it that when you tell someone there are over 30 trillion cells in the human body they believe you 
immediately? But, when you tell someone the paint is wet, they have to test it for themselves?

 ˜˜˜˜˜



          Other Ways to give to the Trinity Project: 
1) You can send checks, made payable to The Trinity Project, then mail them to: PO Box 361, Colbert 

WA 99005-0361. You will receive a tax deductible letter shortly after the first of next year.
 2) Go to our web-site: www.nwtrinityproject.org and click on the word “DONATE”. That will take you 
to an image like you see at the right. Just click on the yellow button. We’ll send you an official tax receipt just after 
the end of the year. (Please don’t try to click on this one, it’s just an example to show what the “real” one on our 
web page looks like.)
 3) Donate electronically through PayPal (you don’t have 
to have a PayPal account). All you need is either a credit or a debit 
card. You can also make this a recurring monthly donation by 
checking the “Make This A Monthly Donation” box. 
 4) We have an account with Amazon.com where, when you 
purchase from Amazon, you can designate a part of their profit 
to come to us. When you sign in to Amazon, use “smile.amazon.
com”. The first time you will be asked which charity you would like 
to support. Just find “The Inland Northwest Trinity Project”, click 
on it and, each time you use “smile.amazon.com” to sign-in, a part of your purchase price goes to help those who 
cannot walk. There is no added expense to you.

Ways you can make a direct impact on the Trinity Project

The panel at the bottom of this page explains several different ways you can donate to The Trinity Project. 
There are ways to give funds, leverage your assets, and at the same time save income/estate taxes.

We can’t give you financial or tax advice; that needs to come from a 
professional tax advisor or tax attorney, who will help you determine 
financial consequences of your charitable activities. What we can tell you is 
that if you have items such as stock, a 401(k), IRA’s, or 403(b)s, you are able 
to donate up to $100,000 to be transferred directly to the Trinity Project. 
{Inherited stock falls in another (even better) category.} One thing you do 
need to keep in mind is that, to avoid taxes, the funds must be transferred 

directly from your account to the Trinity Project. Once you personally receive a check, tax is due. Again, 
different rules apply to different types of investments and timing as to when contributions to the investment 
were made, so please check with a tax advisor or attorney as you plan your personal charitable giving. There are 
many tax advantages when you give retirement assets to a qualified charity such as The Trinity Project.
Giving from a traditional IRA is a fantastic option when it comes to charitable giving. When you give a QCD 
(Qualified Charitable Distribution) you take money that would normally incur income tax and transfer it 
directly to The Trinity Project. This can do two things: as the giver, you decrease your taxable income, and a 
QCD can fulfill the annual Required Minimum Distribution that begins when you reach age 72. You can donate 
up to $100,000 per year. This is a really good way to give if you are at least 70 1/2 with a traditional IRA, even if 
you take the standard deduction on your tax return.
Two additional ways of donating to The Trinity Project are through making a bequest of part, or all, of 
your estate, and setting up either a revocable living trust or an irrevocable trust (there are advantages and 
disadvantages to each).
Trinity has a  Charles Schwab account which is funded for future costs for the production and shipping of 
Trinity carts. To get more specific details about this account, please contact Mike Larson at (509) 998-5517. This 
is a great way to keep from having to pay capital gains tax, and to reduce your tax liability at the same time.
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Freedom Cart Connection – Contact and Newsletter Information

For volunteer opportunities, visits to the Freedom Cart shop, or to request a presentation, please 
call Dick Carpenter at (509)466-3425 or send him an e-mail at bebold@comcast.net.  

For address changes and comments about this newsletter, send to 8trikin@gmail.com. Tax-
deductible donations may be sent to The Trinity Project,  PO Box  361, Colbert WA 99005-0361. 

Our web-site is: nwtrinityproject.org   Please also see the article “Ways you can 
make a direct impact on the Trinity Project” on page 7. We are on Facebook 

at https://www.facebook.com/trinityfreedomcarts/ where we would appreciate a 
thumbs-up.
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